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Low-frequency sound (LFS) emitted into the ocean by commercial vessels is an

environmental perturbation that may have significant adverse effects on large whales, as

they have evolved the ability to produce low-frequency sounds and highly adapted ears

specialized for hearing underwater.  Ambient noise is persistent background sound that is

predominantly low-frequency (LF), and that has no single originating source or point.

Today, ambient noise is dominated by aggregate ship traffic.  Roughly 85% to 90% of the

high levels of LFS radiated into the water by commercial vessels results from propeller

cavitation, and is in roughly the same frequency range as calls produced by large whales.

Noise from distant shipping dominates frequencies from about 10-300 Hz worldwide,

particularly in the 10-40 Hz frequency band.  Fundamental frequency and harmonic

components related to the propeller blade rate of commercial vessels dominate the

infrasonic band (1-20 Hz).

Noise generated from ships is a function of ship size and speed.  The larger,

heavier, and faster a vessel, the louder the vessel.  Large commercial vessels and

supertankers (≥ 135 m) today produce source levels about 160-190 dB re 1µPa-m, and

future trends in cargo ship design emphasize increasing ship size and ship speed.

Shipping traffic more than doubled LF ambient noise from 1950-2000, increasing

ambient noise levels by as much as 10-16 dB (10-40 times increase in sound pressure

level), from that of a pre-propeller shipping ocean.  The world’s merchant fleet also

expanded during that time, nearly tripling in numbers and sextupling in gross tonnage.

Future trends in commercial shipping predict an additional increase.  The effects of such



noise include no perceivable effects, masking important biological sounds, and inflicting

irreparable damage to one or more animals.  Large whales are potentially at risk because

they are especially dependent upon hearing in the lower frequencies and they use vast

ocean areas.  In addition, eight species of large whale are currently listed as endangered

under U.S. law, which requires that the U.S. government not authorize any activities that

could jeopardize their continued existence or adversely affect their critical habitat.

Further research is necessary to obtain information on hearing thresholds, the

effects of masking, and the effects of noise exposure on large whales.  A precautionary

goal that seeks to manage LF ambient noise levels on a global scale to levels that are

considered benign to large whales, is an important step towards habitat conservation for

large whales.  Policy analysis indicates that existing international law and institutional

infrastructure already provide an adequate framework to prescribe rules and standards in

regulating the acoustic pollution from ships.
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GLOSSARY OF ACOUSTICAL TERMS

absorption.  Process by which sound energy is converted into heat in the water or air.

ambient noise.  Environmental background noise not of direct interest during a
measurement or observation; may be from sources near and far, distributed and discrete,
but excluded sounds produced by measurement equipment, such as cable flutter.

audiogram.  Graph showing an animal’s absolute auditory threshold (threshold in the
absence of much background noise) versus frequency.  Behavioral audiograms are
determined by tests with trained animals.

auditory threshold.  Minimum sound level that can be perceived by an animal in the
absence of significant background noise.  Varies with frequency and is inversely related
to auditory sensitivity.

blade rate.  Number of turns of propeller or turbine per second multiplied by number
of blades; often the fundamental frequency of harmonic family of tones in a sound
spectrum.

cavitation.  Cavities form in a liquid when local static pressure is reduced sufficiently to
rupture the liquid; bubbles appear (e.g., during explosions; frequent adjacent to ship
propellers).

critical band.  Frequency band within which background noise has strong effects on
detection of a sound signal at a particular frequency.

critical ratio, CR.  Difference between sound level for a barely audible tone and the
spectrum level of background noise at nearby frequencies.

decibel (dB).  Unit of level (q.v.); one-tenth of a bel.  A logarithmic measure of sound
strength, calculated as 20 log10 (P/Pref), where P is sound pressure and Pref is a reference
pressure (e.g., 1 µPa).  Not that 20 log (P) is identical to 10 log (P2), where P2 is the
mean square sound pressure and is proportional to power, intensity, or energy.

deep sound channel. SOFAR channel (SOund Fixing And Ranging), where sound rays
propagating close to horizontally are trapped by refraction, reducing spreading loss and
avoiding surface and bottom losses.
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frequency.  Rate at which a repetitive event occurs, measured in hertz (cycles per
second).
hertz (Hz).  Measure of frequency corresponding to one cycle per second.

hydrophone.  Transducer for detecting underwater sound pressures; an underwater
microphone.

intensity level.  Acoustic intensity expressed in decibels.

masking.  Obscuring of sounds of interest by interfering sound, generally at similar
frequencies.

micropascal (µPa).  Usual reference pressure for underwater sound levels; 1 µPa = 10-5

µbar.

octave band.  Frequency band whose upper limit in hertz is twice the lower limit.

propagation loss.  Loss of sound power with increasing distance from source; equals
transmission loss.  In decibels re level at reference distance such as 1 m.  Includes
spreading+absorption+scattering losses (q.v).

reflection.  Process by which a traveling wave is deflected by a boundary between two
media.  Angle of reflection equals angle of incidence.

refraction.  Bending of a sound wave passing through a boundary between two media;
may also occur when physical properties of a single medium change along the
propagation path.  If the second medium has higher sound speed, sound rays are bent
away from the perpendicular to the boundary, and vice versa.

SOFAR channel.  SOund Fixing And Ranging channel or deep sound channel, where
sound rays propagating close to horizontally are trapped by refraction, reducing
spreading loss and avoiding surface and bottom losses.

sonagram.  Graph showing presence/absence (and sometimes level) of sound energy for
each combination of frequency (Y axis) versus time (X axis); commonly used t illustrate
transient sounds.  Sound level may be shown by gray-scale or color.

sound.  Form of energy manifested by small pressure and/or particle velocity variations
in a continuous medium.
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sound pressure.  Pressure associated with a sound wave.  Equals total instantaneous
pressure with a sound wave minus static pressure.

sound pressure level, SPL.  Decibel measure of sound pressure (q.v).

source level.  Acoustic pressure that would be measured at a standard reference
distance (usually 1 m) away from an ideal point source (q.v.) radiating the same amount
of sound as the actual source.  Units may be dB re 1 Pa at 1 m, often abbreviated as dB
re 1 µPa-m.  Source level may vary with frequency; may be given for some band of
frequencies.

spreading loss.  Loss of acoustic pressure with increasing distance from the source
owing to the spreading wavefronts.  There is no spreading loss with plane waves.
Spreading loss is distinct from absorption and scattering losses.

threshold of audibility.  Level at which a sound is just detectable; depends on listener
and frequency.

transmission loss.  Same as propagation loss (q.v.).

wavelength.  Length of a single cycle of a periodic waveform.  The wavelength l,
frequency f, and speed of sound c are related by the expression c = fl.

* Definitions from Richardson et al. (1995), p. 537-546.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ANDES Ambient Noise Directional Estimation System

AT Acoustic Tomography

ATOC Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate

CAA Clean Air Act

COW Crude Oil Washing

CWA Clean Water Act

CR Critical Ratio

CZMA Coastal Zone Management Act

dB Decibel

DSC Deep Sound Channel

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone

ESA Endangered Species Act

HITS Historical Temporal Shipping

Hz Hertz

IMO International Maritime Organization

LF Low-Frequency

LFA Low Frequency Active

LFS Low-Frequency Sound

MARPOL International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from

Ships

MMPA Marine Mammal Protection Act

MPRSA Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act

NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service
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NUSC Naval Underwater Systems Center

ONR Office of Naval Research
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PTS Permanent Threshold Shift

TTS Temporary Threshold Shift

RANDI Research Ambient Noise Directionality (Model)

SAIC Science Applications International Corp.

SBT Separated Ballast Tank
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INTRODUCTION

Emission of low-frequency sound (LFS) into the ocean by commercial vessels is

an environmental disturbance that may have significant adverse effects on marine

mammals, especially a group of large whales that includes all mysticete, sperm, and

beaked whales.  Over the last 50-60 million years, large whales evolved highly adapted

bioacoustic systems including the ability to produce low-frequency sounds that can

travel at great distances, and ears specialized for hearing underwater in a relatively high-

noise environment.  Like most evolutionary adaptations, their ears exploit the acoustic

properties of seawater, which conduct sound, especially at lower frequencies in the deep

ocean, roughly five times faster and many times farther in water than in air.

Ambient noise is persistent background sound, predominantly low-frequency

(LF), that has no single originating source or point.  While most underwater LFS is

natural, much is also introduced, intentionally and incidentally, into the oceans through

human activities.  Recently, a few human-induced sources of loud LFS have received

public attention and scrutiny.  The Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate (ATOC)1

and Surveillance Towed Array Sensor System Low Frequency Active (SURTASS LFA)

Sonar2 generate sounds that can potentially impact large whales, but are unlike the LFS

ambient noise discussed in this paper.  Today, LF ambient noise is dominated by

aggregate ship traffic, including shipping from long distances.

The LFS generated from large commercial vessels is in the same frequency range

produced by large whales, predominately low sonic (<1000 Hz) and infrasonic (<20

Hz).  Ships produce high sound levels, primarily at low-frequencies, and noise from

distant shipping dominates the frequencies from about 10-300 Hz, especially in the 10-

40 Hz frequency band.  Roughly 85% to 90% of the LFS radiated into the water by

                                                
1 ATOC is based on a relatively new science, acoustic tomography (AT), whereby LFS waves are
projected over long distances to measure variations in physical properties of the ocean.
2 SURTASS-LFA sonar is a long-range sonar system that operates in the low-frequency band <1,000 Hz,
within the 100-500 Hz frequency range of both, active and passive components.
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commercial vessels is estimated to result from propeller cavitation, and the infrasonic

band (1-20 Hz) is dominated by the fundamental frequency and harmonic components

related to the propeller blade rate of commercial vessels.

Noise generated from ships is generally a function of the ship’s size and speed.

New technological innovations and modifications during the last century dramatically

changed the size, speed and design of ships resulting in ships today that are much larger,

heavier, and faster.  Large commercial vessels and supertankers (≥ 135 m in length)

today cruise at 17-18 knots and produce source levels of at least 160-190 dB re 1µPa-m.

Because ship noise increases with the size and speed of the vessel, vessels today are

also louder.  Future trends in cargo ship design emphasize ship size and ship speed,

which inevitably means noisier vessels.

Since the mid-1950’s, reports indicate that commercial shipping traffic has raised

the background noise level by as much as 10-16 dB,3 from that of a pre-propeller

shipping ocean.  Simultaneously, the world’s merchant fleet also expanded, increasing 3

times in numbers and 6 times in gross tonnage from 1950-2000.  The years ahead expect

an additional increase in commercial shipping, which equates to further increasing LF

ambient noise levels.

Ships cause noise pollution in the marine environment. Given their large

numbers, global distribution, and mobility, the fact that shipping dominates ambient

noise raises concern about the potential effects on large whales.  The deleterious effects

of noise emitted into the ocean by commercial vessels on large whales may range from

no effect to significantly reducing the survivability of individual animals.

Large whales rely on hearing for a variety of biologically important activities

including foraging, breeding, calving, migration, navigation, communication, and detecting

                                                
3 10-16 dB is equivalent to a 10-40 times increase in sound pressure level, and more than a doubling as
perceived by humans, because it is logarithmic.
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predators.  At high enough sound levels, every type of noise is capable of impairing

hearing, and exposure to sound that detrimentally affects hearing ability can be

biologically significant if either the survival or reproductive rates of a population are

decreased.  Like terrestrial mammals, large whales are vulnerable to hearing loss and if

exposed to extreme noise levels, they can suffer temporary or permanent hearing loss,

pain, injury, or even death.

The animals “at risk” from increasing ambient LFS include:  (1) mysticete whales

because of their assumed hearing sensitivity at low-frequencies, and (2) sperm and

beaked whales because of our lack of knowledge regarding their LF hearing capabilities,

and because the depth and duration of their dives have them passing through the deep

sound channel where they are repeatedly exposed to elevated LF ambient noise.

Unfortunately, there are no direct measurements of the auditory sensitivity or

hearing thresholds of large whales, nor are there data on any long-term impacts of noise

exposure. While some documented reports of severe acoustic trauma raise concern about

the effects of loud LFS on large whales, none provide guidance as to what noise levels

and exposures are safe, and which are not.  Nor do any of these reports allow scientists

to determine how different species are affected.  Even so, large whales are potentially at

risk because they are especially dependent upon hearing in the lower frequencies,

migrate long distances, use vast ocean areas, and occupy a variety of habitats.  Further,

eight4 species of large whale are classified as endangered under U.S. law.

Although research on large whale hearing sensitivity and environmental

assessments of the effects of human-induced noise on large whales must continue, a

precautionary goal that seeks to minimize LF ambient noise levels on a global scale is an

                                                
4 Eight species of large whale listed as endangered under U.S. law include blue (Balaenoptera musculus);
fin (Balaenoptera physalus);  sei (Balaenoptera borealis); Western gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus); right
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important consideration towards habitat conservation for large whales.  This could be

accomplished by building new vessels with “quiet ship” technology, and by initiating

the process of implementing new technology standards for existing vessels.  If regulation

is necessary, it appears that existing international law and existing institutional

infrastructure are adequate to address aspects of marine pollution.  Provisions of the

Law of the Sea Convention (UNCLOS) deal with both accidental and operational

pollution from all types of vessels.  Although the International Maritime Organization

(IMO) has not yet adopted instruments directly dealing with acoustic pollution from

vessels, it provides an adequate framework to prescribe rules and standards in regulating

the acoustic pollution from ships.

The following chapters navigate the issue in more detail.  Chapter I discusses

sound terminology and the propagation of sound in the ocean.  Chapter II describes

shipping and ship generated underwater noise.  Chapter III reviews large whale sound

production and hearing capabilities, and any potential effects of LF ambient noise on the

animals.  Finally, Chapter IV explores the viable policy alternatives that streamline into

the conclusions and recommendations offered in Chapter V.

                                                                                                                                              
Balaena glacialis); bowhead (Balaena mysticetus); humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae); and sperm
(Physeter macrocephalus) whales.
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CHAPTER I:  SOUND IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Sound Terminology

Sound is a form of energy that propagates, or is transported as waves, through

an elastic medium by vibrating fluid particles5 (Richardson et al. 1995).  The sound that

humans and many species of animals hear is a result of energy waves that exert changes

in pressure on their eardrums (Green 1995).  Sound waves can differ in frequency (the

rate of vibration or oscillation of the particles, measured in cycles per second, or hertz

(Hz),6 where 1 cycle/sec = 1Hz), in wavelength7 (the distance a wave travels in one

oscillation cycle), and in intensity (the strength of the sound wave).

Although absolute sound wave strength is measured by intensity, the acoustic

community has adopted a relative, logarithmic scale, called decibels (dB) because it is

more convenient for representing the very wide range of intensity levels encountered in

practice.  Decibel measurements are ratios between the values of a measured intensity

and the intensity of a reference sound wave.8  In airborne sound, the reference wave has

an amplitude of 20 µPa,9 and in water, the reference wave has an amplitude of 1

micropascal µPa.10  Currently, the decibel expression of sound pressure level (SPL) is

the primary measurement for estimating noise impact on the receiver.

                                                
5 Defined in Richardson et al. (1995) p. 544.
6 Metric prefixes apply, such that 1,000 Hz = 1 kHz.  Wavelength of a pure tone is measured as the
number of meters traveled in the course of one cycle.
7 The wavelength (l), frequency (¶), and speed of sound (c) are related by the expression c = ¶l.
8 Defined in Richardson et al. (1995) as “Unit of level (q.v); one-tenth of a bel.  A logarithmic measure
of sound strength, calculated as 20 log10 (P/Pref) where P is sound pressure and Pref is reference pressure
(e.g., 1 µPa).” p. 539.
9 The American National Standard and the international metric standard use 1 micropascal (1 µPa) to
represent the reference pressure for underwater sound.  The reference pressure for airborne sound is 20 µPa.
10 Micropascal (µPa) is a usual reference pressure for underwater sound levels.  Older reports used a
different pressure unit, dyne/cm2, also referred to as a microbar (µbar).  The microbar and the mircropascal
are directly related as follows:  1 micropascal = 10-5 microbar (1 µPa = 10-5 µbar).
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Evaluating the potential effects of ship noise on large whales requires knowledge

about three things:  (1) number and class size of ships, (2) sound propagation in the

ocean, and (3) large whale hearing capabilities.  The acoustic process used to explore this

relationship is the “source-path-receiver” model11 (Richardson and Green 1995), as it

recognizes three components involved in the hearing process:  a source of sound with

certain attributes (ships); changes in sound attributes as the sound propagates away

from the source (sound propagation in water); and a receiver with specific hearing

capabilities (marine mammals).

Source attributes include duration of the sound and the way it is altered in

frequency and intensity, or strength as it propagates in seawater.  Propagation of sound

through the ocean from a source to a receiver is referred to as transmission.  The route

from a source to a receiver is the transmission path.  As sound travels, roughly 5 times

faster in water than in air,12 it may shift frequency and diminish in intensity due to

transmission and propagation losses.  Sound loses intensity as it is refracts or bounces

off the ocean’s surface and bottom, and as it is absorbed within the surrounding medium.

To complete our model, the ocean then, is the propagating medium, or path, of

shipping noise to large whale ears.  The remainder of this chapter discusses sound

propagation, ambient noise, and LFS.

Sources of Ambient Noise:  Wind and Commercial Shipping

Ambient noise is persistent background sound that has no single originating

source or point (Green 1995; Urick 1984).  Green (1995), summarizes deep-water

                                                
11 Chapter 2 in Richardson et al. 1995, p. 16.
12 The speed of sound through air at 20oC is 343 m/s, whereas the speed of sound through salt water is
1,519 m/s.  There are variations in the literature of between 4 to 5 times, which is due to the varying
temperature and densities in the ocean.
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ambient noise characteristics and identifies five frequency bands13 (Urick 1984; Urick

1983; Wenz 1962; Figure 1; Figure 2).

Figure 1.  Generalized ambient noise spectra attributable to various sources.  Compiled
by Wenz (1969) from many references and re-plotted in Richardson et al. (1995) p. 92.

                                                
13 I) Ultra Low Band (<1 Hz):  Ambient noise from seismic sources, turbulence, tides, and waves; II)
Infrasonic Band (1-20 Hz):  The fundamental frequency components of the propeller blades used on
commercial vessels and oceanic turbulence; III) Low Sonic Band (20-200 Hz):  Noise from distant
shipping; IV) High Sonic Band (200-50,000 Hz):  Wind, wind-waves, and precipitation; and V) Ultra
Sonic Band (>50 kHz):  Thermal agitation.
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Figure 2. A sample spectrum of deep-sea noise, showing typical spectral slopes in five
frequency ranges.  In Richardson et al. (1995) p. 95, from Urick (1983).

Wind is the predominant source of ambient noise, especially at low frequencies,

and it dominates the overall frequency band from about 200-50,000 Hz (Urick 1984;

Figure 1).  Other natural sources of ambient noise include waves, rain, ice, surf,

volcanoes, earthquakes, and biological organisms.

Although much of the underwater LFS is natural, it can also be introduced,

intentionally and incidentally, into the oceans through human activities.  Some human-

induced sources of LFS include drilling, dredging, construction, mining, seismic

exploration, military LFS operation, and shipping.  Yet most anthropogenic underwater

noise is LFS dominated by aggregate ship traffic, including shipping from long distances.

In the infrasonic band (1-20 Hz), LFS is dominated by the fundamental frequency and
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harmonic components of the propeller blades used on commercial vessels (Arveson and

Vendittis 2000; Green and Moore 1995; Urick 1983; Gray and Greeley 1980; Figure 1).

It is important to note that the LF ambient noise measurements reported in this

paper are from hydrophones in the deep ocean, most located >600 m.  Whether or not

LF ambient noise measurements between the deep ocean and the surface are similar is

unknown.  To what extent large whales spend time at depth is also unknown at this

time.

Sound Propagation:  Deep Sound Channel and Coastal Effects

The acoustic properties of seawater are ideal for conducting sound, especially

LFS in the deep ocean.  Sound speed in water depends primarily on density.  Water

density is affected by 1) depth, because pressure increases with depth; 2) water

temperature; and 3) salinity.  All of these vary with geography, latitude, and season.

Sound speed increases with increased pressure, temperature and salinity, therefore faster

sound transmission occurs near the warm surface and dense water found at depth

(Figure 3).

These oceanographic properties form a natural feature known as the SOund

Fixing and Ranging (SOFAR) channel, or the deep sound channel (DSC).  The DSC lies

approximately 600-1200 m depth in mid-latitudes and near the surface in the polar

regions (Malme 1995; Urick 1983; Gross 1972; Figure 4).  In the DSC, sound, especially

at low frequencies, propagates long distances uninhibited by energy loss due to

spreading, refraction, and absorption (Figure 5).
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Figure 3.  Typical deep-sea sound speed profile.  In Department of the Navy (2001),
Appendix B, p. B-5.

Figure 4.  Ray diagram for the deep ocean sound channel when the source is on the axis.
Sound speed profile at right.  Rays are drawn at 6o intervals.  In Richardson et al. (1995)
p. 66.
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Figure 5.  Typical modes of underwater sound propagation.  In the Department of the
Navy (2001), Appendix B-7, p. B-12.

One dramatic example of down-slope conversion was discovered when small

explosives detonated in shallow continental coastal waters, were received on

hydrophones 10,000 km away, deep in the middle of the Pacific (Northrop et al. 1968;

Figure 7).  The fact that shipping lanes and ports across the globe converge over shallow

sloping bottoms, render down-slope conversion an important factor in propagating LFS.

The coastal enhancement effect, or down-slope conversion, is a phenomenon

whereby sound originating in shallow water regions enters the DSC and travels long

distances, with relatively little loss of signal strength (Urick 1984; Wagstaff 1981; Figure

6).  Figure 6 illustrates how sound originating in continental coastal waters enters into

the DSC.  One of the most significant facts associated with coastal effects, is that

distant shipping noise is received on hydrophones long distances from the originating

source (Curtis et al. 1999; Urick 1984).
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Figure 6.  Down-slope conversion, or coastal enhancement effect illustrated by this
cross-section of a continental shelf and slope, showing how a ray leaving the source at
an angle of 15o becomes a ray in the deep sound channel.  In Urick (1984) p. 2-40.

Figure 7.  Effect of near-source bottom conditions on long-range sound propagation in
the ocean.  In Ross (1982), adapted from Northrop et al. (1968).
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CHAPTER II:  COMMERCIAL SHIPPING IN THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY

Noise From Ships:  Nearfield vs. Ambient

A variety of human activities in the ocean generate LFS in the same range

produced by large whales, <1000 Hz (Gordon and Moscrop 1996), but none are more

pervasive than that of commercial shipping.

Ships produce noise in the 10-300 Hz frequency band (Curtis et al. 1999; Clark

1998; Green and Moore 1995; Ross 1993; Malme et al. 1989; Urick 1983; Wenz 1962;

Walkinshaw 1960; Figure 1).  Distant shipping dominates the frequencies from about

10-300 Hz (Green 1995; Green and Moore 1995; Urick 1983), particularly in the 10-40

Hz frequency band (Clark 1998; Figure 1).  In some parts of the LF spectrum, ship

noise can be detected from distances up to 4000 km away (Green 1995).

While all vessels produce sound in the same way, distant noise from ships is due

mostly to propulsion machinery and propeller cavitation14 (Arveson and Vendittis

2000; Ross 1993; Urick 1983; Ross 1976).  Cavitation inception speed is about 10-11

kts and this is the dominant source of LF noise at high speeds (Arveson and Vendittis

2000).  Roughly 85% to 90% of the LFS radiated into the water by commercial vessels

is estimated to result from propeller cavitation (Ross 1993; Urick 1983; Ross 1976).

The fundamental frequency and harmonic components related to the propeller blade rate

                                                
14 Propeller cavitation is noise produced by a great many collapsing bubbles.  There are two types of
vortex cavitation involved, tip-vortex and hub-vortex.  There are also two types of blade surface
cavitation, the back and face (Green and Moore 1995, p. 111).  The rotating motion of a propeller in
water, creates regions of low or negative pressure at the tips, and on the surfaces of the propeller blades.
A large number of bursts caused by bubble collapse creates the noise, and the generation of larger
cavitation bubbles at greater speeds and lesser depths, result in the production of greater amount of LFS
(Urick 1983).
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dominate the infrasonic band (1-20 Hz) (Arveson and Vendittis 2000; Green and Moore

1995; Urick 1983; Gray and Greeley 1980; Figure 8).

Figure 8.  Low-frequency source level spectra, also showing harmonics and blade rate,
for supertankers: (A) Mostoles, 103 ktons, 266 m long, 12.6 kts, 16.8 MW; and (B)
World Dignity, 271 ktons, 337 m, 17.7 kt, 28.3 MW.   From Leggat et al. (1981), based
on Cybulski (1977); analysis bandwidth 0.32 Hz.  In Richardson et al. (1995), p. 117.

In general, the noise generated from ships is a function of ship size and speed.

Large ships, especially those towing, pushing, or carrying a full load, produce more

noise than smaller or unladen vessels (Green and Moore 1995).  Ships with more power

and speed also generate more noise (Green and Moore 1995; Ross 1993, Urick 1983;

Ross 1976).  A present-day supertanker (≥135 m length) cruises at 17-18 knots,15

resulting in source levels of 190 dB re 1µPa-m or more (Figure 9; Table 1).  Other large

ships, ranging from tankers and merchant vessels to tugboats and ferries, produce source

levels of 160-180 dB re 1µPa-m (Green and Moore 1995; Figure 9; Figure 10; Table 2).

                                                
15 17-18 knots is roughly 20 mph
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Figure 9. Ambient Noise Directional Estimation System (ANDES) ship source spectra.
Presented by R. Cavanagh (1998)16 and adapted from Renner (1986).17

Table 1.  Source levels from large commercial vessels underway for several frequencies.

                                                               Source Levels18 for several frequencies  (dB re 1 µPa-m)

   Ship Type        Length (m)   Speed (kts)    10 Hz        25 Hz         50 Hz        100 Hz        300 H

Supertanker 244-366 18-22 185 189 185 175 157

Large Tanker 153-214 15-18 175 179 176 166 149

Tanker 122-153 12-16 167 171 169 159 143

Merchant 84-122 10-15 161 165 163 154 137

*Adapted from Research Ambient Noise Directionality (Model)(RANDI) Source Level model, p. 28-29
In: L. Emery (2000), PSI Technical Report TR-S-279.

                                                
16 Workshop on the effects of anthropogenic noise in the marine environment, 10-12 February, Bethesda,
MD.  R.C. Gisiner, Marine Mammal Science Program, Office of Naval Research, convenor.
17 ANDES is a Navy ambient noise prediction model, and is considered a “standard.”  Renner developed
the model at Science Applications International Corp. (SAIC).
18 Approximate source levels for ships were computed with an empirical equation based on Ross (1976)
using actual noise source levels of ships and calculated on the basis of their individual speeds and lengths.
Then, by defining an “average” ship as one with a speed of 12 knots and a length of 300 feet (about 92
meters), source levels for the different types of ships and for several frequencies were derived.
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Figure 10.  Source level models for merchant vessel.19  Presented by R. Cavanagh
(1998);20 adapted from Jennette et al. (1988).21

                                                
19 In the figure, the “red line” starts out as the highest (about 170 dB at 50 Hz) and ends up as the lowest.
20 Workshop on the effects of anthropogenic noise in the marine environment, 10-12 February, Bethesda,
MD.  R.C. Gisiner, Marine Mammal Science Program, Office of Naval Research, convenor.
21 Jennette took the ship noise measurements while a working as a Navy employee, and then did the
analysis over the years for the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and Naval Underwater Systems Center
(NUSC).
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Table 2.  Sounds from large commercial ships underway:  Fundamental frequency,
estimated source level of that tone, and measured spectrum level of broadband noise at
the specified frequency.a

                                                                                    Source level  Description /
Source

   Length-Type        Frequency     [of dominant tone]       spectrum level
Vessel Name       (meters)               (Hz)     (dB re 1µPa-m)        (dB re 1µPa2/Hz at 1 m)

MS Spartona 25     37,  tone 166 Tug pulling empty barge
Arctic Foxb 1000,  1/3-oct. 170 Tug pulling empty barge
“       “ 1000,  1/3-oct. 164 Tug pulling empty barge
“       “ 5000,  1/3-oct. 161 Tug pulling empty barge
“       “ 5000,  1/3-oct. 145 Tug pulling empty barge
Twin dieselc 34   630,  1/3-oct. 159
Trawlersc   100,  1/3-oct. 158 Same level: 100, 125,

160, 250 1/3-oct.
Imperial Adgod 16    90,   tone 156 Crewboat, 2nd harmonic of

prop blade rates
Outboard drivec  7   (2x80 hp)  630,  1/3-oct. 156 Same level:  400, 500,

630 & 800 Hz 1/3-oct.
MV Sequeld 12 250 to 1000 151 Fishing boat, 7 knots
Zodiacc  5  (25 hp) 6300,  1/3-oct. 152 Outboard engine
MS Thor I 135-freighter 41 172
SS F.S. Brant 135-tanker 428 169
SS Houston 179-tanker 60 180
SS Hawaiian 219-container 33 181
K. Maru       bulk carrier 28 180 173 @ 100 Hz

36 180
Chevron London 340-supertanker 6.8 190
Mostoles 266-supertanker 7.6 187 158 @ 40-50 Hz
World Dignity 337-supertanker 7.2 185 161 @ 100 Hz
MS Jutlandia 274-container 7.7 181
  Third harmonic 23.0 198
   Fifth harmonic 38.3 186

aBuck and Chalfant (1972) bMiles et al. (1987)
cMalme et al. (1989) dGreene (1985)

*In Green and Moore (1995), adapted from Tables 6.3 and 6.4, p. 113-116.

Increase in Ships 1950 – 2000

Shipping has seen many technological innovations and modifications, as ships

themselves have changed dramatically in size, speed, and design.  The advent of the bulk
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cargo carrier22 in the late 19th Century began a type of vessel construction that has

resulted in ships today that are much larger, heavier, and faster.  Ship noise increases

with ship size and speed, therefore vessels today are also louder.  Future trends in

container ship design will likely result in increasing ship speed and ship size, therefore

vessels are expected to be noisier.

Throughout the 20th Century, the volume of world trade expanded continuously,

as did the size of the world’s merchant fleet.  The sharpest expansion in shipping and

size of the fleet coincided with the introduction of computer technology23 in the 1950’s,

as the world’s merchant fleet experienced tremendous structural changes due to the

containerization of cargo and the integrated transport system (Kendall 1983).

Until that time, the world’s merchant fleet contained approximately 30,000

ships from the late 1920’s into the 1950’s (Cuyvers 1984; Figure 11;Table 3).  Thirty

years later, in the early 1980’s, the world’s fleet exceeded 75,000 ships and 424,000,000

gross tonnage, more than a two-fold increase in numbers of ships and a quadrupling in

gross tonnage (Cuyvers 1984; Figure 11; Figure 12; Table 3).  By the early 1990’s, the

fleet had increased to nearly 80,000 vessels and further increased to about 87,000

vessels by the turn of the century (J. Garness,24 pers. commun. 03/07/01; Cuyvers

1984; Table 3).

                                                
22 In 1886, the first steamship, Gluckauf (“Good Luck”) was put into service.  The vessel was designed
and built to carry petroleum in bulk rather than wooden barrels or metal drums (Kendall 1983, p. 408).
23 The electronic data processing machine, or the computer, revolutionized every aspect of the shipping
industry.  Computer technology became an accepted tool that enhanced the organization and capacity of
daily business operation as well as analysis.  Computers made it possible to obtain a variety of data
which permitted for analyses in the shipowning and shipbuilding industries (Kendall 1983, p. 342-344).
24 Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1982 and pers. commun. for 1992 and 1999 data.
Maritime Information Publishing Group, Statistical Supervisor.  Contact information:  email:
julie.garness@lr.org; telephone: +44 20 7423 2939; fax: +44 20 7423 2182.  London, England.
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Total number of Ships in the World's Merchant Fleet 1912-2000 
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Figure 11.  Total number of ships in the world’s merchant fleet 1912-2000.  In Cuyvers
(1984) p. 113, adapted from Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1982; and
J. Garness (pers. commun. 03/07/01) for 1992 and 1999 data.
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Figure 12.  Total Gross Tonnage in the World’s Merchant Fleet 1912-2000.  In Cuyvers
(1984) p. 113, adapted from Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1982; and
J. Garness (pers. commun. 03/07/01) for 1992 and 1999 data.
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Table 3.  Total number of ships and gross tonnage in the world’s merchant fleet 1912-
2000.

Year Number of Ships     Gross Tonnage

1912 23,217 40,518,177
1922 29,255 61,342,952
1932 29,932 68,368,141
1952 31,461 90,180,359
1962 38,661 139,979,813
1972 57,391 268,340,145
1982 75,151 424,741,682
1992 79,726 445,168,553
1999 86,817 543,609,561

*In Cuyvers 1984, p. 113, adapted from Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, Statistical Tables 1982; and J.
Garness (pers. commun. 03/07/01) for 1992 and 1999 data.

Commercial shipping traffic has raised LF ambient noise, primarily in the 10-40

Hz frequency band, by as much as 10-16 dB25 over that of a pre-propeller shipping

ocean (Clark 1998).  Between 1950 and 1975, LF ambient noise levels caused by

shipping increased by 10 dB, an order of magnitude increase and a doubling as perceived

by humans, because it is logarithmic (Ross 1993; Urick 1986; Ross 1976; Wenz 1962).

On the same scale, these data, coupled with expected increased vessel traffic, predicted

LF noise levels would rise an additional 5 dB by the early part of the 21st century (Ross

1993; Urick 1986; Ross 1982; Ross 1976).

Andrew et al. (2001) recently processed data from the same location26 to

compare them with current data.27  Results from their study found the earlier estimates

and predicted increases accurate, and their data also showed an increase of about 8 dB

                                                
25 10-16 dB = 10-40x increase in sound pressure level. 10 dB = one order of magnitude, or a doubling as
perceived by humans because it is logarithmic.
26 Ocean ambient sound data has been collected using a receiver on the continental slope off Pt. Sur, CA.
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from 1965 to 2000, more than a 6 times increase in SPL at some of the lower

frequencies28 (Andrew et al. 2001; Figure 13; Figure 14).

Figure 13.  Present corrected Pt. Sur spectra compared with the Wenz results.  In
Andrew et al. (2001).

In addition to reported LFS increases, a recent long-term study investigating

whale and shipping sound, using data from numerous geographically distributed, fixed

receivers in the North Pacific, found the sounds of both whales and ships ubiquitous,

                                                                                                                                              
27 The data set from Andrew et al. (2001) is calibrated with the long-term averages of earlier measurements
made with the identical receiver and compared to Wenz (1969).
28 The 1994-2000 levels exceed the 1963-1965 levels by about 8 dB between 20-80 Hz and between 150-
250 Hz.  The levels around 100 Hz were similar (Andrew et al. 2001).
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ships even greater than whales (Curtis et al. 1999).  The study also detected more ships

on an open-ocean receiver than a coastal receiver (Curtis et al. 1999).  This finding is

surprising, considering the vast amount of vessel traffic transiting along, and near, the

west coast of the United States.  Given the mobility and range of whales and commercial

vessels, and the acoustic properties of LFS propagation in the ocean, mitigating noise

pollution near coastal areas alone would be an inadequate solution for avoiding adverse

impacts to large whale populations.

Figure 14.  Ambient noise level increase from 1950-2000.  Combines data from Ross
(1993); Wenz (1969); and Andrew et al. (2001).
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  10-16 dB  (Clark 2000)
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  KEY
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Future Trends

Shipping has transformed the world’s economy and the way we live our daily

lives.  Shipping lanes across the globe, as seen in Figure 15, illustrate that commercial

shipping is perhaps the most important international activity of all of the world's

industries, and an economic necessity of every nation.

Figure 15.  International shipping lanes in North American waters.  Source:  U.S.
Department of State, from Jasny (1999), p. 32.

The size, shape, and speed of vessel designs today are the offspring of advanced

technologies from military concepts that are now available for commercial application.
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The next generation of containerships, or “megaships,” are fast and have large carrying

capacities that range from 4,500 to ≥ 8,500 TEU’s (Twenty-Foot Equivalent Units)29

(USDOT MARAD 1998).  Cross-overs from the fast-ferry industry, these high-speed

container vessels are expected to undergo trial operations in late 2002, and enter

commercial operations in early 2003.30  FastShip, Inc. vessels are >200m in length, and

cruise at speeds that range from 40-55 kts.  Faster speeds are attainable, as at least one,

100-ton experimental vessel was built and reached a speed of 100 kts (McKessen 1996).

If the need for speed is sufficient, then the technology will prove cost effective.  Vessels

like FastShips have the capability to revolutionize the transport of high-value, time

sensitive goods.

Economics of fast shipping depends on the balance between the cost of shipping

goods and the value of the goods being shipped.  When the cost of speed is compared to

the value of speed, the balance is the same regardless of whether it is shipped at 17 kts

or 50 kts.

During the last century, speed was important and therefore marketable.  If the

value of time remains high, as in the case of high-value and time sensitive goods, then

speed remains marketable and therefore, increasing vessel speed is likely in the years

ahead.  However, if the value of time becomes less important because the cost of speed

increases, then the marketable value of speed will decline.

If the value of time decreases and the cost of shipping goods increases, then

some cargoes may move from costly air freight rates to less expensive sea freight rates

(Table 4).  Some cargoes may seek a viable alternative between air freight and

                                                
29 The twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU), or twenty-foot container, is the standard unit of measure used
by the maritime industry to accommodate the various container lengths used by operators.  The TEU
standard unit measures 20’ length, 8’ width, and 8.5’ height.
30 FastShip Inc. and the SeaLance DK Lines Inc., are planning cargo vessels with 1400 and 1200 TEU
(twenty-foot equivalent unit) for intercontinental voyages.
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conventional ships to balance the value of speed and offset the rates of air freight (Table

4).

Table 4.  Comparison of different transport means.

Type of Transport
SeaLance DK

Group Inc.
(vessel)

FastShip Inc.

(vessel)

Aircargo

(airways)

Fast Sea

(vessel)

Sea
Standard
(vessel)

SL-7

(vessel)

Crossing time 2.5 days /
61 hours

3.5 days /
85 hours

12 hours 7-8 days / ? 10 days 3.7 days /
89 hours

Door to door 5 days 6 to 7 days 5 to 7 days 14 days (?) 25 days

Speed 48-55 kts 36-40 kts 450 kts Ca. 24 kts Ca. 20 kts 36 kts

Price per TEU $ 1,500/TEU $ 1,800/TEU $ 7,200 (5.6t) $ 1,000/TEU $ 500 (?)

Price per kg $ .27/kg $ .31-.45/kg $ 1.0-1.6/kg $ .13-.26/kg $ .09-.18/kg

Investment/vessel $ 100 M $ 180 M $ 180 M $ 80 M $ 40 M

Power 131 MW 250 MW
(5*50 MW)

90 MW/
120,000hp

No. of TEU (20') 1,200 1,432 15 3,500-4,500 3

Cargo weight Ca. 10.000 t Ca. 10.000t 124 ft

No. of trips/week daily 3 (w/ 4 vessels) Daily

Loading cycle 8-12 hrs 6 hrs 750 cont/hr 2-3 hrs 12-24 hrs (?) 30 Cont/hr

Annual volume 300.000 TEU
(req)

330.000 TEU
(req)

440.000 TEU 560.000 TEU 2.610.000
TEU

Fuel per hour 24 t/h 5 t/h 3 t/h 6 t/h

Fuel per trip 1720 t 4600 t 70 t 1000t for
2500 TEU

500 t 530 t

Fuel per rev. TEU 1.9 t 4.2 t 6 t ? .17 t

Fuel price $190 per t $190 per t $211 per t $130 $130

Fuel expense/trip $327,000 $848,000 $ 14, 790 $65,000 $14,000

weight/volume 1:06 1:06 1:06 1:06

Size 200m 265m

*From SeaLance DK Group website.31

                                                
31 http://www.stud.uni-wuppertal.de/~ua0273/tabletmd.html access date: 03/16/01.
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Although the costs incurred for fuel consumption increase dramatically when

speed and power are increased32 (A. Bennett 2001, pers. commun. 04/03/01),33 the

shipping industry may be developing high-speed ships to create a viable alternative

between the two, expensive air freight and cheaper standard sea cargo rates (McKesson

1996).  Fast ships may fill this existing gap and become the middle option.  Either way,

increasing vessel speed is a likely trend in the years ahead.

Today, the majority of the world’s commerce travels by sea.  As the global

economy continues to expand in the coming decades, further increase in shipping traffic

is certain.  Between 1998-2002, world deep-sea trade is expected to grow more rapidly

than fleet capacity (USDOT MARAD BTS 1999).  Other areas of world trade expect

increases in average tanker size, more long-haul shipping requirements (USDOT

MARAD OSEA 1999), and more growth in the containership fleet than any other

vessel type (USDOT MARAD BTS 1999).

As global trade and the world’s merchant vessel fleet expands, there will be a

concomitant increase in the level of LFS generated in the world’s oceans.  While

shipping bestows global benefits, it also delivers an adverse externality, in the form of

noise pollution, on a highly revered, “pure” public good, large whales.  Given the

efficiency of underwater sound propagation, potential adverse effects of noise emitted

into the ocean by commercial vessels may range from annoyance to significantly

reducing the survivability of one or more populations of large whales.

                                                
32 For example, in order for a 600-foot (183 m) ship to increase speed 10% (from 20-22 kts) and increase
its power from 11,000 to 15,000 KW, the vessel’s fuel consumption increases by 50%.  The curve
increases exponentially for increments of 2 kt increases.
33 Naval Architect, Art Anderson and Associates.  Contact information:  email:
abennett@artanderson.com; telephone:  206/622-6221.
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CHAPTER III:  EFFECTS OF SHIPPING NOISE ON LARGE
WHALES

Marine Mammal Sound Production and Hearing

Over the last 50-60 million years, large whales evolved highly adapted

bioacoustic systems including the ability to produce low-frequency sounds that can

travel at great distances, and ears specialized for hearing underwater (Ketten 1992).  All

marine mammals rely on hearing for a variety of biologically important reasons that may

include foraging, breeding, calving, migration, navigation, communication, and detecting

predators.  Exposure to sound that detrimentally affects hearing ability is biologically

significant if reproduction or survival of the species are compromised.

Three types of impact that potentially place a species “at risk” are:  (1)

behavioral disturbance, (2) masking of biologically meaningful sounds, and (3) hearing

impairment.  Determining which species of large whales are in jeopardy depends on

what we know about the animal.  Specifically, we need to know about the auditory

system of the animal and its sensitivity to sound.  Unfortunately, data for marine

animals are sparse, especially large odontocete and mysticete whales.

Audiograms34 measure the hearing abilities and sonagrams35 depict the sound

production capabilities of marine mammals.  Audiograms measure the minimum sound

level perceived by an animal in the absence of significant background noise (Richardson

1995), while sonagrams record the frequency range and received level of sound that an

animal produces.

                                                
34 A graph depicting the absolute auditory threshold.  Threshold (Y axis)  measured in decibels (dB re 1
µPa) versus frequency (X axis).
35 A graph, often visualized in color or grayscale, that displays the presence or absence, and sometimes
level, of sound energy for frequency (Y axis) versus time (X axis).
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It is preferable to use audiograms to determine which whales are sensitive to, and

therefore most impacted by, LFS.  However, data are only available for 12 odontocete36

whales and none are available for mysticete37 whales (Ketten 2000).  There are also no

published audiograms for some of the largest odontocetes, including the sperm whale

(Physeter macrocephalus) and any species of beaked whales (Ziphius, Berardius,

Tasmacetus, Indopacetus, Hyperoodon, Mesoplodon) (Ketten 2000).  Further, there is

not much known about their calls (Ketten 2000).  However, on a positive note, there are

recordings available for 67 species of both odontocete and mysticete whales (Au et al.

2000; Nachtigall et al. 2000; Tyack and Clark 2000).  

This gap in available data, especially mysticete audiograms, is problematic.

Although no direct data on mysticete hearing thresholds exist, anatomical and

comparative evidence strongly suggests hearing sensitivity at the lower frequencies for

all mysticete whales (Ketten 1998; 1994; Clark 1982; Tyack 1982).  Ketten and other

researches have focused research on the anatomical structures of the ear and have

reported clues in properties of the basilar membrane and the probable hearing range of an

animal.  In addition, like most mammals, comparison of hearing curves and sounds

produced by odontocetes indicate that they have sensitivity at, or near the frequencies

they emit (Ketten 2000; 1998).  Therefore, it is reasonable to expect the same is true for

mysticetes (Ketten 2000; 1992; 1991).

Mysticete whale call data imply predominate low sonic hearing ability (<5 kHz),

with some species hearing well at infrasonic (<20 Hz) (Ketten 2000; 1998).  Figure 16

illustrates hypothetical hearing range for mysticete whales and the lower bound of

ambient noise.  The assumption that mysticete whales have hearing sensitivity at the

                                                
36 The suborder of cetaceans, odontoceti, that comprise the toothed whales and dolphins.
37 The suborder of cetaceans, mysticeti, that comprise “toothless” whales.  Instead of teeth, they have
baleen, a rigid whalebone material hanging from their upper jaw that is used to strain their food.
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lower frequencies and rely on sound for survival, places all mysticete whales in a

category of marine mammals considered the most likely to be affected by LFS due to

shipping.

Also “at risk,” are some of the large odontocete whales, like sperm and beaked

whales, because we know virtually nothing about their auditory capabilities, but suspect

they have hearing sensitivity <5 kHz.  Further, because they can dive >1,000 m for

extended periods of time38 (Department of the Navy 2001), individuals of this species

spend considerable time in the DSC, and could possibly be exposed to loud and

persistent anthropogenic LFS.  Sperm whales for example, are known to dive 3,000 m

for as long as 2 hours (Watkins et al. 1985; Clarke 1976).  Further, knowledge of the life

history of these large odontocetes is poor, as they are rarely studied and tend to be

elusive.  They also mature late and have the lowest reproductive rate of all cetaceans.39

                                                
38 Department of the Navy (2001) summarizes information on mysticetes and large, deep diving
odontocetes, p. 3.2-21 through 3.2-46.
39 Sperm whales are among the most studied of this group.  Female sperm whales are sexually mature at
7-13 years (Rice 1989) while males mature at 18-21 years.  Once mature, females will give birth at 4-6
year intervals (Best et al. 1984) with a 14-15 month gestation.  They can live to about 60-70 years (Rice
1989).
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Figure 16.  Estimated hearing range for mysticete whales.  In Department of the Navy
(2001), p. 1-21.40

Low-Frequency Sound (LFS) and Large Whales

Behavioral Disturbance

Loud noise potentially disrupts animal behavior that is necessary for survival.

Extensive observational and experimental data have been documented to determine the

behavioral reactions of some species to noise from human activities such as aircraft

overflight, seismic exploration, offshore marine construction and drilling, sonars,

underwater acoustic research, and various ocean-going vessels41 (Richardson 1995).

                                                
40 Compiled from various sources.  Odontocete and pinniped thresholds from Richardson et al. (1995);
ambient noise curves from Urick (1983); and mysticete hearing thresholds estimated from mathematical
models based on ear anatomy or emitted sounds from Ketten (1994, 1998); Frankel, et al. (1995); and
pers. commun.with Ketten (2000).
41 Although a few examples will appear in this manuscript, the published literature on the behavioral
reactions of marine mammals to human presence is far too abundant to reference throughout this chapter.
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Many studies of disturbance reactions involving vessel presence42 and large whales43

focused on short-term reactions (Richardson 1995), none of which are likely to occur in

the case of increased LF ambient noise.

Loud LFS can potentially interfere with large whale communication and

detection capabilities (Tyack and Clark 2000), orientation and navigation, foraging

(Richardson et al. 1995), and predator detection44 (Malme et al. 1983; Cummings and

Thompson 1971).  Human-generated noise can also disrupt an animal’s direction of

travel, respiration, surfacing, and dive intervals,45 and it may interrupt important

activities linked to fitness and reproduction such as resting, mating, or nursing

(Richardson et al. 1995; Myreberg 1980; Payne and Webb 1971).

While human generated noise can disturb animal behavior, either temporarily or

in the long-term, behavioral disturbance from distant shipping noise is not likely to

significantly impact large whale populations.  In the instance of rising LF ambient noise,

large whales probably tolerate chronic noise exposure by habituating to it, but it is not

                                                                                                                                              
See Chapter 9, “Documented Disturbance Reactions” by W. J. Richardson, p. 241-324 In: Richardson et
al. (1995).
42 For reactions to vessels, see Chapter 9, “Documented Disturbance Reactions” by W. J. Richardson, p.
252-274 In: Richardson et al. (1995).
43 Data for behavioral reactions to vessels are available for some species of large whales considered at risk
for this study.  Those species of whales are as follows: sperm (Physeter macrocephalus), gray
(Eschrichtius robustus), humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae), bowhead (Balaena mysticetus), right
(Balaena glacialis), blue (Balaenoptera musculus), fin (Balaenoptera physalus), sei (Balaenoptera borealis),
Bryde’s (Balaenoptera brydei), and minke (Balaenoptera acutorostrata).  For information on these species
and their reactions, see Chapter 9, “Documented Disturbance Reactions” by W. J. Richardson, p. 255-272
In: Richardson et al. (1995).
44 Migrating gray whales along the California coast responded to playback recordings of killer whale
(Orcinus orca) calls by rapidly swimming into kelp beds nearer to the shore (Malme et al. 1983;
Cummings and Thompson 1971).  Beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) feeding on salmon in Alaska
showed strong avoidance to recorded killer whale (Orcinus orca) calls (Fish and Vania 1971).
45 Bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus) have been observed changing their course of travel by detouring
around industrial noise sources, such as seismic survey and drilling up to 20 mi (32 km) distance.  Beluga
whales (Delphinapterus leucas) have also been observed reacting to icebreakers at distances of 50 mi (80
km) (Erbe and Farmer 1999; 1998). For more literature on the reactions of whales to vessels, see Chapter
9 “Documented Disturbance Reactions” written by W. John Richardson, LGL Ltd.:  In Richardson et al.
(1995) p. 252-274.
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known if they are otherwise harmed.  Instead, adverse effects of shipping noise are more

likely to effect the animals by masking and permanently impairing their hearing from

loud and persistent noise exposure.

Masking

The ability to use sound effectively in the ocean is dependent upon the physical

characteristics that affect sound speed and the rate at which sound energy is lost.  It is

also depends on the level of background noise related to the signal being received.  If

human-induced LFS elevates ambient noise so that animals cannot detect important

biological sounds, then critical sounds are concealed, or masked, from those animals.

Some human-induced LFS can cause whales to cease calling or singing46 (Clark et

al. 1998).  It can also act as “clutter” because the sounds have similar features of

biologically important signals (Clark 1998; Figure 17). The spectrograms in Figure 17

illustrate potential interference from a clutter-type of noise showing the similarity

between the song notes of a humpback whale (panel a) and a human-manufactured

sound probe (panel b) (Clark 1998).

                                                
46 Preliminary report on Phase I, Low Frequency Sound Scientific Research Program, showed about 50%
of blue whales and 30% of fin whales ceased calling in the vicinity of LFA transmissions below 200 dB.
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Figure 17.  Audio spectrograms illustrating potential for interference from human-made
acoustic clutter.  (a) Song notes of a humpback whale.  (b) Human-made sound probe.
In Clark (1998).

Some loud LFS, like that caused by ships, can completely mask whale signals

(Clark 2000; Figure 18).  The spectrogram in Figure 18 depicts the calls of a North

Pacific blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) being masked for approximately 25-minutes

by typical shipping noise (Clark 1998).

Other than assumed hearing thresholds, little else is known about the capabilities

of large whales to detect sounds in a noisy environment.  While Erbe and Farmer (2000a)

report that icebreaker noise can mask beluga communication signals, other important

analyses, including evaluating the importance of environmental cues, and predator and

prey sounds, have not been undertaken.  It is also unknown whether large whales have
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the ability to avoid masking, or to adapt by changing the frequency or amplitude of a call

in relation to the level of background noise.

Figure 18.  Audio spectrogram showing calls of a North Pacific blue whale being masked
by typical shipping noise.  In Clark (1998).

While the above examples illustrate that masking noise must be strong in order to

conceal strong signals from close sources, masking primarily affects the weaker signals

that are received from distant sources (Richardson 1995).  The caveat here is that the

whales may be able to detect faint sounds below ambient noise level because of some

inherent anatomical features and capabilities (Richardson 1995).  There is also some

evidence that indicate adaptive capabilities, whereby large whales can change

characteristics of their signals to circumvent noise or to “carve out” their own acoustical

space by apportioning the time, frequency, and intensity of their signals (Mossbridge

and Thomas 1999; Dahlheim et al. 1984).
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In order to understand the relationship between a signal and the background

noise, critical ratios (CRs), the ratio of the signal power to the noise spectrum level at a

masked threshold, are used to measure the width of an animal’s hearing filter.  In theory,

noise at frequencies outside this “masking band” would have little influence on signal

detection unless the noise level is very high (Kryter 1985; Speith 1956).  Assuming of

course, that the power of the signal must be equal to, or greater than, the total power of

noise in the masking band in order to be audible.

However, when compared to humans (Scharf 1970) and other small terrestrial

mammals (Seaton and Trachiotis 1975; Gourevitch 1965; Watson 1963), several

odontocetes have slightly lower CRs (Au 1993; Au and Moore 1990; Moore and

Schusterman 1987).  A lower CR means that the masking band appears to widen at low

and very high frequencies.  Lower CRs may enhance acoustic perception of low-level

signals (Thomas and Kastelein 1991), thereby enabling large whales the ability to detect

signals below the ambient.

Large whales may also have other capabilities that facilitate signal detection in

the presence of background noise.  Some odontocete studies indicate that they may have

directional hearing abilities that are helpful to reducing masking at lower frequencies

(Bain and Dahlheim 1994).  Large whales might also circumvent noise by changing the

duration or modulation of their signals, or by increasing the intensity of their calls.

In most instances, the stronger the background noise, the more intense a sound

signal must be in order to be detected.  Using the analogy of increasing background noise

at a cocktail party, humans adapt the intensity of their voice according to the ambient

noise, the intensity that they perceive their own voice, and the intensity of receive in

signals (French and Steinberg 1947).  Similarly, dolphins have been observed increasing

the intensity of their echolocation and altering the frequency of emitted clicks in the
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presence of noise (Au 1993; Au et al. 1974).  Au et al. (1985) reported that a beluga

(Delphinapterus leucas) increased the peak frequency and intensity of its echolocation

in the presence of snapping shrimp.  Nester (1999) demonstrated that false killer whales

(Pseudorca crassidens) increased frequency in areas of high ambient noise.  Further, a

study on St. Lawrence beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) showed they called

repetitively, changed call-type, and raised the average call frequency when exposed to

noise induced by the presence of vessels47 (Lesage et al. 1999).

While no assessments of masking in the wild have been conducted solely for the

purpose of evaluating whether large whales shift characteristics of LF signals in the

presence of noise, some reports indicate that they adapt to loud ambient noise by

changing their own signals (Au 1993; Dahlheim 1987; Dahlheim et al. 1984).  For

example, some frequency characteristics of southern right whale (Balaena glacialis

australis) sounds were influenced by ambient noise (Clark 1982).  Gray whales

(Eschrichtius robustus) in Laguna San Ignacio changed the characteristics of LF signals in

the presence of noise by increasing the level of their calls, altering the timing, and using

more frequency modulated signals (Dahlheim 1987; Dahlheim et al. 1984).

Other documented adaptations to a noisy environment are the changes in LF call

characteristics that support an “acoustical niche” hypothesis (Mossbridge and Thomas

1999; Dahlheim 1987; Dahlheim et al. 1984).  The hypothesis was first suggested when

observations of LF sounds produced by gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus), and high

frequency sounds produced by bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), occurred

consistently at frequencies below (gray whales) and above (bottlenose dolphins) the

frequency range of ambient noise (Dahlheim et al. 1987; Dahlheim et al. 1984; Figure

                                                
47 The whales were exposed to two types of vessels, a ferry and a small motorboat.
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19).  Dahlheim (1987) also found gray whale sounds in the frequency band below the

main concentration of biological ambient noise throughout their range (Figure 20).

Figure 19.  Spectrograph of a bottlenose dolphin whistle and biological ambient noise.
In Dahlheim (1984), p. 536.

Figure 20.  Relationships of gray whale sound frequencies and levels to ambient noise.
In Dahlheim (1987), p. 106.
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Mossbridge and Thomas (1999) also found evidence of an “acoustic niche” in

Antarctica, where two predators, killer whales (Orcinus orca) and leopard seals

(Hydrurga leptonyx), share and exploit the same acoustical environment.  When both

species were present, killer whales adapted by modifying their call frequencies and

operating above and below the frequency range of the more common leopard seal sounds

(Mossbridge and Thomas 1999).

These reports indicate large whales may have evolved to communicate in unique

acoustical niches that may subsequently be moderated by other species and ambient

noise levels, and that large whales are capable of changing characteristics of LF signals in

the presence of ambient noise.  Although evidence is neither abundant or conclusive,

there is no reasonable explanation to eliminate either of these possibilities.

Masking is among the most complex, least researched, and poorly understood of

the effects of anthropogenic noise on large whales.  While large whales may be able to

tolerate some increase in masking relative to natural ambient noise levels, masking due to

LFS caused by ships probably has the most negative effect because it is an extensive and

continuous noise field.  Unfortunately, the consequences of elevated LF ambient noise

on large whales, and the animals’ limits of tolerance, are unknown.

Further, little is known about the weaker signals most prone to masking, and

their importance to large whales.  It is also unknown whether there are any long-term

impacts that could affect reproductive success or threaten the survival of a population.

In this regard, masking may present a greater  problem to populations of large whales at

very low densities for example, northern right whales (Balaena glacialis), because they

might be more dependent on acoustic information to locate a mate during the breeding

season.  Even if large whales habituate to ship-induced noise and have the capabilities to
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adapt to masking, there is also a possibility that hearing loss may result from constant

exposure to increasing LF ambient noise levels (see next section).

 Hearing Impairment:  Temporary and Permanent Threshold Shifts (TTS/PTS)

Like terrestrial mammals, the specialized ears of large whales are vulnerable to

hearing loss from severe trauma, loud ambient noise, and aging (Ketten 1999).  Research

indicates that while fish and birds re-grow hair cells and do not suffer permanent hearing

loss with age, both terrestrial and marine mammals permanently lose sensory hair cells,

which results in permanent loss of hearing (Yost 1999).  Therefore, when marine

mammals are exposed to extreme noise levels, they can suffer temporary or permanent

hearing loss, pain, injury, or even death.

Hearing loss is possible if noise levels are elevated and persistent relative to

natural conditions.  The extent of damage to the ear, which typically results in decreased

auditory sensitivity, means that detecting calls from conspecifics and other important

natural sounds like ice, surf, prey and predator noise (Richardson 1995), may become

difficult or even impossible.

Exposure to loud and persistent noise can cause a temporary threshold shift

(TTS) or a permanent threshold shift (PTS).  Whether the threshold shift is temporary

or permanent depends on the hearing sensitivity of the animal, frequency and intensity

of the sound, length of time the animal was exposed, number of occurrences to the

exposure, and the recovery time between exposures (Erbe and Farmer 2000b; Clark

1998; Richardson et al. 1995).

Temporary threshold shift (TTS) means that an animal’s hearing is impaired for

a short time, in the range of minutes to days, with normal hearing returning once the

sound source terminates (Department of the Navy 2001).  That is, there is only a
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temporary hearing loss due to fatigue in the hair cells.  However, repeated exposure to

TTS types and levels of noise, without adequate recovery times, can cause a PTS (Erbe

and Farmer 2000b; Ketten 1995).

Permanent threshold shift (PTS) is the result of very high and persistent noise

levels.  A PTS causes permanent death of sensory hair cells, resulting in permanent

hearing loss in the associated frequency.  If sound intensity is high and persistent

enough, it can cause physiological damage severe enough to harm other internal organs

and tissues, possibly leading to death (Erbe et al. 1999; Richardson et al. 1995; Ketten

1993).

Severe damage has been found in recent reports of marine mammal strandings

associated with offshore naval operations that employed sonars.  More recently,48 an

unprecedented multi-species mass stranding event occurred simultaneous to two United

States Naval Operations where approximately 16-1849 cetaceans, representing at least 4

species,50 including both odontocete51 and mysticete52 whales, stranded on beaches in

the Bahamas ( NOAA Fisheries 2001; NOAA 2000a; NOAA 2000b).

Although injury or death caused by tactical sonars are not equivalent to LFS, the

acoustic trauma reported raises concern about the effects of loud LFS on large whales,

but none provide guidance as to what exposure levels are safe.  Nor does this report

                                                
48 March 15-17, 2000.
49 There are conflicting reports on the exact number of animals stranding.  Exact results will be detailed in
a report at the end of 2001.
50 Species reported stranding include Cuvier’s beaked whale (Ziphius cavirostris), Blainville’s or “dense”
beaked whale (Mesoplodon densirostris), spotted dolphin (Stenella frontalis), minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) and an unidentified rorqual, either a fin or a Bryde's whale (Balaenoptera sp.).
51 Odontocetes stranding included 2 species of beaked whale, Blainville's or “dense” beaked whale
(Mesoplodon densirostris) and Cuvier's beaked whale (Ziphius cavirostris), and 1 species of spotted
dolphin (Stenella frontalis).
52 Mysticetes stranding included 1 or 2 minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) (reports on whether 1 or
2 minke whales conflict), 1 unidentified rorqual, either a fin or a Bryde's whale (Balaenoptera sp.), and
included in official reports, and possibly related to this event, an additional rorqual (Balaenoptera sp.)
stranded about 10 days prior to the others, on March 4, 2000.
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provide the information needed to determine how different species are affected.  Further

complicating the many unknowns regarding the issue of auditory thresholds, there are

only two53 published studies of TTS (Au et al. 1999; Kastak et al. 1999) and neither

includes data on large whales.

Finally, preliminary results from necropsies on two sperm whales54 (Physeter

macrocephalus) struck by a cargo vessel (Andre et al. 1997a)55 and a playback

experiment (Andre et al. 1997b), indicate that the animals were hit because they could

not hear the oncoming vessel.  If these preliminary results are confirmed and published

as expected, they will be the first to establish that large whale hearing can be impaired as

a result of long-term noise exposure to LFS from shipping (M. Andre 2001, pers.

commun. 04/09/01).56  If corroborated by the authors, their report suggests that

shipping noise can induce hearing loss and increasing the likelihood of collisions between

whales and ships.  With the exception of these precursory results, there are no data on

permanent hearing loss due to any type of noise exposure for any marine mammal (Erbe

and Farmer 2000b).

                                                
53 Two TTS studies for marine mammals have been reported, one study on odontocete (bottlenose
dolphin) and one study on pinnipeds (i.e., harbor seal (Phoca vitulina), California sea lion (Zalophus
californianus), and northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris)).
54 Mother and calf pair.
55 “…ears from both animals had reduced auditory nerve volumes.  One animal also had patches of dense
tissue in the inner ear.  These findings are consistent with auditory nerve degeneration and fibrous growth
in response to inner ear damage.”  Histologic analyses will determine whether the primary cause of these
ear changes are disease or noise induced.
56 A draft of these results is in a manuscript that is currently being reviewed by co-author (D. Ketten).
The tentative, but not definitive, title per lead author (M. Andre):  “Hearing loss in sperm whales from
long-term (shipping) low frequency sound exposure.”  M. Andre affiliation information:  Marine Mammal
Conservation Research Unit, Department of Morphology, Veterinary School, University of Las Palmas de
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CHAPTER IV:  ANALYSIS OF POLICY ALTERNATIVES

Current Acoustic Regulation for Commercial Vessels

Commercial shipping is an economic necessity, and it is also the leading

contributor to anthropogenic LFS in the ocean.  Although there are gaps in existing data,

there is evidence that strongly suggests rising ambient noise due to distant shipping may

have negative effects on large whales.  Large whales are at risk because they are

especially dependent upon hearing in the lower frequencies, migrate long distances, use

vast ocean areas, occupy a variety of habitats.  Further, most species of large whales

were severely depleted by commercial whaling in the 19th and early 20th Century, and are

therefore listed as endangered under United States (U.S.) law.

Regulation of anthropogenic noise as the result of human activities in the marine

environment, are, for the most part, unregulated.  Principle U.S. laws potentially

applicable to anthropogenic sound in the ocean are the National Environmental Policy

Act (NEPA),57 the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA),58 and the Endangered

Species Act (ESA).59  On some occasions, other laws may protect marine mammals

                                                                                                                                              
Gran Canaria.  Contact information:  email:  mandre@cicei.ulpgc.es; telephone: 34-928-45-11-03; fax:
34-928-45-11-41, Gran Canaria, Canary Islands, Spain.
57 Enacted on January 1, 1970, NEPA requires that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) be prepared
for any “major federal action” that may significantly impact the environment [32 CFR §187.1].
58 Enacted in 1972, the MMPA seeks to maintain marine mammals populations at an optimum
sustainable level while “maintaining the health and stability of the marine ecosystem” [16 USC
§1361(6)].  Two types of permits, a small incidental take permit and a scientific research permit, apply to
anthropogenic sound emissions in the ocean.  Under the MMPA, “take” is defined:  “actual or attempted
harassing, hunting, capturing and killing of a marine mammal” [16 USC §1362(12)].  Two levels of
harassment, level A and level B, are defined under the MMPA’s Scientific Research permit section (16
USC 1374 §104(c)(3):  Any “act of pursuit, torment or annoyance which:  (a) has the potential to injure a
marine mammal or a marine mammal stock in the wild; or (b) has the potential to disturb a marine
mammal or marine mammal stock in the wild by causing disruption of behavioral patterns, including, but
not limited to, migration, breathing, nursing, feeding, or sheltering.”
59 Enacted in 1973, Congress intended the ESA to protect endangered species [16 USC §1532(6)] and
species threatened of becoming endangered in the foreseeable future [16 USC §1532(20))], and/or their
habitats under Section 7 of the Act [16 USC §1536(c)(1)].  The purpose of the act then is to:  “provide a
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from potential harm or harassment due to anthropogenic noise.  These include

components of the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA),60 and the Marine

Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA).61

While all of these laws are applicable to anthropogenic noise, they only address a

limited number of acoustic sources.  Unlike provisions of the Clean Air (CAA) and

Clean Water Acts (CWA) that target source levels generated by polluters and the

combined levels of pollution in a given area, existing acoustic regulation does not directly

target the polluter or regulate by an area basis.  In short, there is currently no regulation

or policy under U.S. law that directly addresses the issue of underwater noise generated

from the propellers of ships.

However, general provisions of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law

of the Sea (UNCLOS)62 contain language that requires states to protect and preserve the

marine environment63  (Dotinga and Oude Elferink 2000).  Further, Part XII, Articles

194 and 204 of UNCLOS address pollution in the ocean.64  International law requires

that pollution be contained within the country and monitored so that it does not bring

harm to ecosystems or endangered species.  In the face of potential harm and scientific

                                                                                                                                              
means whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered species depend may be conserved, to provide a
program for the conservation of such threatened or endangered species, and to take such steps as may be
appropriate to achieve the purposes of the treaties and conventions [herein] [16 USCA §1531(b)].
60 Section 307 [16 USC §1456] of the CZMA addresses marine mammals and their habitats be protected
from anthropogenic noise sources occurring within the coastal zone.  Not all states participate in the
CZMA program and those that do have different inland borders.  However, in those states that participate,
the coastal zone consistently extends out to three miles off of the coast.
61 Enacted in 1972, Congress intended the MPRSA’s to regulate ocean dumping and create marine
protected areas which “possess conservation, recreational, ecological, historical, research, educational, or
aesthetic qualities which give them national significance [Title III Section 301(a)(2)].”  If any impact
within sanctuary boundaries is more than negligible, then the protection of marine resources under the Act
would apply.
62 United Nations convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 (entered into force on 16
November 1994), International Legal Materials 21 (1982):1261.
63 UNCLOS, Article 192.
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uncertainty, the precautionary principle provides that preventative measures be taken

when there is reasonable cause for concern65 (Dotinga and Oude Elferink 2000).

Policy Goals and Criteria

Policy alternatives range from voluntary compliance to strict regulatory regimes.

This section explores four of the possible alternatives, and the primary policy goals and

criteria used to evaluate and assess each of them.  Considering the global scope of the

potential problem, a primary policy goal should seek to significantly reduce LF ambient

noise in the ocean by about 90%, to 1950’s levels.  Goals and their criteria should target

the primary source of anthropogenic LFS emission (i.e., commercial vessel propellers).

Three criteria are proposed in measuring LF ambient noise reduction:  1) the number of

ships participating; 2) the amount of geographical area effected; and 3) how much LF

ambient noise decreases.

Every policy goal should be administratively feasible so that it produces

intended outcomes and benefits.  Therefore, a second policy goal should seek to

minimize economic disruption of the shipping industry.  Three additional criteria are

proposed for assessing the economic feasibility of quieting ships:  1) economic

plausibility to the industry to technologically retrofit or re-route vessels; 2) the ease of

implementation to ensure the policy adopted is consummated; and 3) the ease of

enforcement to ensure that regulations are followed.

                                                                                                                                              
64 Part XII of UNCLOS addresses anthropogenic sound in the ocean to protect and preserve the marine
environment.  Articles 194 and 204 require that pollution must be contained within the country and
monitored so it does not bring harm to ecosystems or endangered species.
65 Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development.  This Principle also provides
that “in order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States
according to their capabilities.”
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It is important to note that there is often conflict among multiple goals in policy

development.  For example, when selecting the most desirable goal there is some kind of

tradeoff.  To attain the goal of significant reduction in LF ambient noise, conflict arises

surrounding the economic feasibility of the shipping industry to quiet vessels.

Policy Alternatives

This policy analysis begins by formally acknowledging potential harm to large

whales caused by anthropogenic noise due to shipping and the need for application of

the precautionary approach.  Documented studies and potential long-term future

monitoring from the hydrophone array system in the North Pacific are currently

available, therefore this analyses will refer to this area as a model.

The policy alternatives discussed in this Chapter address four options that

explore geographical, technological, and operational restrictions.  The alternatives also

address the economic components and the comparisons and approximate costs of new

and replacement control technologies (Table 5).  The four policy alternatives are

summarized in a matrix (Table 6) that display the alternatives vertically and the goals

and criteria horizontally.   
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Table 5.  Comparison of propellers and other new technology cost.66

Propeller
type

LFS
reduc-
tion

Rank Approximate
cost

Pros Cons Summary
Comments

Water
Jets or
Pump Jet
(Pump
sucks in
H2O &
squirts it
out)

15 dB # 1 6-10x that of
standard prop if
replacing

($600K - $1,000K)

• significantly
reduces LFS

• speed not issue
for LFS

• does as good on
fuel as standard
prop @ high
speeds

• technology cost
about same as new
ship with
propellers and
shafting

• cost high
if
replacing
previous
propeller

• higher
fuel cost
for lower
speed
ships

• best option
for new high
speed ships

•worst option if
replacing old
ship
technology

Highly
Skewed

(skewed
props
reduce
cavitation
by raising
speed of
cavitation
inception)

10 dB # 2 2x to replace

($200K)

• good LFS
reduction

• best replacement
“fix”

• smooths
cavitation &
reduces frequency
content

• no restriction on
speed for LFS
reduction or fuel
cost

• fairly
costly if
used to
replace
previous
propeller

• best option
for replacement

• good LFS
reduction for
the cost

• next best
option for new
ships (second
to water jets)

Kort
Nozzle
(duct fitted
into a
stator,
prop fits
into stator)

5 dB # 3 3-5x to replace

($300K - $500K)

• good-fair LFS
reduction

• useful on heavy
tankers and bulk
carriers

• cannot
put on fast
vessels

• not good
LFS
reduction
for the cost

• not a good
option

• does not work
on high speed
ships—cost
high for LF
reduction

Masker or
Air belt
(bubbles
stream
across hull
into prop)

maybe
2-3 dB

# 4 1-2x cost of
standard prop

($100K - $200K)

• fair LFS reduction •poor LFS
reduction
for cost

•ineffectiv
e for  cost

• worst option

• non-option

                                                
66 N.A. Brown (pers. commun. 03/15/01 and 04/11/01).  Information in this table is approximate.
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Table 6. Policy analysis matrix.

POLICY ALTERNATIVES
     I            II               III IV

G
O
A
L

C
R
I
T
E
R
I
A

I
M
P
A
C
T

Voluntary
compliance
encouraged
through tax
incentives

Regulate US
registered
vessels (i.e.,
under MMPA
or  existing
law)

Regulate U.S.
waters incl
foreign vessels
(U.S. Law &
IMO
permission)

Regulate all
vessels &
waters IMO
Convention-like
OPA90 &
MARPOL73/78

#1
Reduce
LF

#1  What
% ships
parti-
cipate?

impact

valuation

•very little
partici-
pation
 POOR

•little to no
participation
(2% US reg.)
   POOR

•difficult to
enforce

FAIR-POOR

•nearly all

EXCELLENT
ambient
noise
levels in
ocean to

#2 Geog-
raphical
coverage?

impact

valuation

•very little
impact

POOR

•little impact

POOR

•coastal U.S.
w/in EEZ
•not much
FAIR-POOR

•global coverage

EXCELLENT

1950’s
levels

#3  How
much will
LF
ambient
noise
decrease?

impact

valuation

•negligible

POOR

•negligible

POOR

•decrease in
coastal areas
•little change
beyond U.S.
coastal waters
FAIR-POOR

•immediate
reduction with
technology
•by a factor of
1.5-2.0
EXCELLENT

 #2
Econo-
mic &
Tech-
nogic
feasibi-
lity  of
quieting

#1
Economic
and
technolog.
feasibility
for ship
owners?

impact

valuation

•adds cost
initially,
•efficient
long-term
•opera-
tional
efficiency

GOOD

•added regul.
cost
disadvantage
to U.S
•similar cost
compared to
oil regul.
standards

POOR

•re-routing
adds cost to
industry &
consumers
•similar cost
compared to
oil reg
standards

FAIR

•added cost if
used as
replacement
technology
•negligible cost
compared to oil
reg standards if
on new ship

GOOD
ships #2  Ease

to
enforce?

impact

valuation

•N/A

POOR

•difficult to
enforce
•burden to
USCG

POOR

•difficult -
impossible
•burdens
USCG

POOR

•Int’l
cooperation
• no-need to
enforce.

GOOD

#3  Ease
of Implem-
entation?

impact

valuation

•N/A

  POOR

•possible to
implement
•impacts U.S
shipping
industry
  GOOD

•difficult to
implement
•costly to
industry

POOR

•relative ease
implementing
•model oil/air
pollution IMO
Convention
EXCELLENT
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Policy Option I:  Voluntary Compliance Encouraged With Tax Incentives

Tax incentives can be a subtly intrusive policy option for an external pollutant,

which has been created by a market that fails to intervene.  Aimed to correct market and

government failures and induce desired behavior, a voluntary policy option that requests

new technology and routine maintenance, coupled with a tax incentive, would allow ship

owners and the industry to choose how to balance their activity and their tax payments.

Some “quiet ship” propeller technology could enhance the efficiency of vessel

operation and fuel consumption.  For example, a propeller fitted into a nozzle not only

reduces radiated noise, but also protects the propeller, directs thrust, and increases

maneuverability (Table 5).  Similar to combining the technology of the masker and a kort

nozzle (Table 5), radiated noise might further be reduced by fitting a propeller into a

nozzle while shooting a stream of air bubbles into the propeller (Jasny 1999).

Technology like the highly skewed propeller, combined with proper and regular

maintenance, further reduces underwater noise generated from propeller cavitation

(Fischer and Boroditsky 2001; Table 5).  This kind of technology also results in more

efficient vessel operation and fuel consumption (Table 5).

Policy Option 2:  Regulate U.S. Registered Vessels

The concern of the effects of LFS on large whales leads to a logical conclusion to

regulate ship noise emissions from U.S. vessels under existing U.S. law.  While no law

exists to deal with the complexity of ocean noise, the Marine Mammal Protection Act

(MMPA), passed into law in 1972 (U.S. Code 16 (1998): § 1261 et seq.), places a

moratorium on private or public actions that intentionally or incidentally “harass, hunt,

capture, or kill” any marine mammal (U.S. Code 16 (1998): § 1362 (13).  The “take”

provision requires that permission be obtained from one of the wildlife agencies, either
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the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

(USFWS).

While the scientific absolutes are few and the uncertainties many, the MMPA is

a document requiring the wildlife agencies to take a precautionary approach in regulatory

the activities of U.S. citizens and on-citizens in U.S. waters.  Agencies could identify

areas of ecological significance and determine which of these areas are also in areas of

relative high anthropogenic noise (Dotinga and Oude Elferink 2000; Jasny 1999).

Existing law could be amended or regulations promulgated to grant agencies the authority

to regulate sound source levels, including noise emissions of ships.  Once granted

authority, the agency could require all U.S. vessels to incorporate “quiet ship”

technology.

Policy Option 3:  Regulate All Vessels in U.S. Waters

An approach to regulate U.S. waters would create habitat-based protection.  In

addition to using the MMPA for regulating noise emissions from ships, Section 7 of the

Endangered Species Act (ESA) is a provision for designating critical habitat for

endangered and threatened species (U.S. Code 16 § 1533).  Agencies could identify areas

of ecological significance and use methods of intervention such as re-routing vessels.67

Using North Pacific waters as a model, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) could choose to exert its authority under international and

customary law and protect the coastal habitat and five National Marine Sanctuaries

(Channel Islands, Monterey Bay, Farallone Islands, Olympic Coast, and Hawaiian

Islands).  Further, the U.S. could extend protection beyond its coasts and pursue

accumulation of additional rights within 12 nautical miles of the territorial sea through
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the International Maritime Organization (IMO), as in the case of re-routing ships around

the North Atlantic right whale (Balaena glacialis) habitat along the southeast coast of

the United States.

Policy Option 4:  Impose Technology Standard on All Vessels Through an IMO
Convention

Attempting to establish a policy that encourages vessel “quieting” worldwide is,

without a doubt, a daunting task.  However, there is precedent for successful regulatory

regimes for other types of pollution.  Therefore, policy alternatives for noise emissions

could be similarly explored and implemented.  The regulation of oil pollution from ships

provides an excellent, and nearly parallel example.

The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from ships

(MARPOL 73/78) adopted an equipment-based approach to oil pollution control.  All

ships were required to adopt Separated Ballast Tanks (SBT’s) and Crude-oil Washing

(COW) technologies.  Although loss of carrying capacity and increased transportation

costs resulted in a costly investment with no immediate economic gain, this shift from

discharge standards to equipment standards proved an effective method for compliance.

Similarly, the Oil Protection Act of 1990 (OPA90) imposes design requirements of

double-hulls on all ships that enter U.S. ports.  Results from this equipment-based

standard assure enhanced enforcement capacity and compliance.

Analogous to MARPOL 73/78 and OPA90, imposing an equipment design

(Table 5) ensures that commercial vessels lower their noise emissions by incorporating a

regular maintenance routine and “quiet ship” technology.

                                                                                                                                              
67 Vessels in southeastern U.S. waters, a calving ground for endangered northern right whales (Balaena
glacialis) are diverted from the whales’ path or direction of travel under the Early Warning System (EWS).
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Costs of compliance, whether on a new vessel or replacement technology on an

existing vessel (Table 4; Table 5), could be phased over a period of time.  Those owners,

operators, and manufacturers who attain their noise reduction in advance may be offered

something like tax incentives.  For example, the U.S. government could recommend the

new technology, and then implement a mandatory tax for those non-compliant after a

period of five years.  Those who are compliant avoid the tax.  In addition to not

incurring taxes, some new corrective technologies would likley have the additional

benefits of enhanced efficiency of vessel operation and fuel consumption (Table 5).

Comparing the Alternatives

The four alternatives previously described are compared against the two policy

goals presented earlier:  1) reduction of ambient noise in the ocean, and 2) the feasibility

of quieting ships.

Policy Option 1:  Voluntary Compliance Encouraged with Tax Incentives

Noise reduction:   One major advantage of using tax incentives to correct this

noise pollution is that the individual ship owner and the industry could choose how

much to limit their tax payment.  Because the shipping industry seeks to avoid

regulation that is economically disadvantageous, participation in a voluntary program by

ship owners is unlikely. Without participation, there is no significant geographical

coverage nor any measurable noise reduction in the ocean.  In terms of noise reduction,

especially over the longer-term, voluntary compliance will probably perform poorly.
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Feasibility:   A voluntary policy that incorporates externality, or pollution, taxes

requires government intervention.  In the past, this has proven difficult to implement,

due to the difficult task of estimating benefits from the reduction of a negative

externality by determining a damage function.  Further compounding the implementation

difficulties are the many unknowns of the effects of rising ambient noise on large whales.

Initiating a tax would probably result in a “trial-and-error” type of experiment that

would involve substantial administrative and monitoring costs.

“Quiet-ship” technology exists (Table 5), therefore it is technologically feasible

to retrofit vessels and begin to implement new propeller designs on ships.  However, the

relatively high cost to quiet existing vessels by installing some of these new technologies

(Table 5) will be perceived by the industry as economically disadvantageous.

While there is minimal information available on costs to the industry, both for

retrofits and implementing new design technology, regulation could expedite widespread

use of new technologies.  In theory, a voluntary policy of existing technology is feasible

but enforcement is impossible and compliance unlikely.

Policy Option 2:  Regulate U.S. Registered Vessels

Noise reduction:  In practice, the marine shipping industry is difficult for any

single country to regulate.  The U.S. government could theoretically impose noise-

control standards on American flagged ships, but only 10% of the vessels in the world

fleet are American owned and only 2-3% are U.S. registered vessels (Jasny 1999).

Many American ship owners already fly the flags of nations that have less restrictive

regulations.  Imposing new regulations on U.S. flagged vessels would likely entice more

ship owners to seek foreign registry.
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The permit system established under the MMPA fails to address the global

scope of the ship noise pollution problem.  To date, public concern and permits for

noise emissions have been focused on individual projects and local effects.  In this arena,

nothing has been done to address noise emissions that are chronic and cumulative like

ship noise.  Clearly, not the MMPA nor any other existing U.S. law is suited to

adequately address the magnitude of this pollution.

In short, so few U.S. flagged vessels and such limited authority on foreign

registered vessels equate to a policy option that would fail to reduce LF ambient noise.

Feasibility:   Regulating ship noise emissions under an existing law such as the

MMPA, initially seems a feasible avenue to protect marine mammals.  However, the

language in the MMPA is broad and ambiguous.  Under the MMPA, parties can “take”

marine mammals provided they get authorization to do so from the designated wildlife

agency.  However, the burden of deciding whether or not to obtain a permit to “take” is

placed upon the party emitting noise.

To date, permits have been sought from entities emitting LFS such as drilling,

dredging, construction, seismic exploration, scientific research, and even military

operation.  Some activities have exemptions under the law.  For example, the commercial

fishing industry is allowed to operate acoustic and explosive devices in the pursuit of

commercially valuable fish.  On the other hand, commercial vessel operators and owners

have not requested to prepare a permit application under the MMPA or ESA

authorizing their taking of marine mammals.  This fact alone renders the MMPA and

ESA unsuitable for dealing with the magnitude of acoustic pollution from ships.

The U.S. commercial shipping industry would likely successfully seek relief

from poliicians or the courts.  This type of process may potentially undermine the
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integrity and intent of existing U.S. law.  Further, not only is the magnitude of the

problem too large for existing U.S. law, but it would economically disadvantage the U.S.

shipping industry with an added burden and cost to enforce the policy (Table 5; Table

6).

Policy Option 3:  Regulate All Vessels in U.S. Waters

Noise reduction:   The U.S. could attempt protecting its coastal habitat and

National Marine Sanctuaries by extending jurisdiction beyond its coasts, and by

pursuing additional rights within 12 nautical miles of the territorial sea through IMO

permission.  This policy option, if successful, would only mitigate the problem over a

small part of the geographical scope of the problem. Mitigating noise pollution near

coastal areas, or re-routing ships offshore within the U.S. exclusive economic zone

(EEZ), would produce a negligible impact on reducing LF ambient noise levels in the

marine environment.

Feasibility:   Congress intended that species listings under the ESA would occur

simultaneous with designation of critical habitat in most situations (Jasny 1999).  Yet of

those species listed as threatened or endangered under the Act, only five of fourteen

marine mammals and two of six sea turtles have designated critical habitat (Jasny 1999).

If the U.S. adopted measures in an area extending from the 12-mile line to the

high seas in the (EEZ), the IMO would have to grant permission to do so (Jasny 1999;

UNCLOS 1982(a)).  Even then, the U.S. may have limited authority because no

government can impose design standards unilaterally on foreign ships, regardless of how

well-founded, unless the ships enter its internal waters (Jasny 1999; UNCLOS

1982(b)).
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The processes to implement, regulate, and enforce this policy would be arduous.

It would also be especially difficult to enforce.  First and foremost, regulating all vessels

in U.S. waters alone would not have a significant impact on the global scope of the LF

ambient noise problem.  Further, not only does this option economically disadvantage

the U.S. portion of the industry, but it also economically burdens the U.S. to enforce

such a regime.

Policy Option 4:  Impose Technology Standard on All Vessels Through an IMO
Convention

Noise reduction:   Analogous to OPA90, which imposes design requirements on

all ships entering U.S. ports, this kind of policy option suggests strict and costly

regulation to induce levels of compliance that significantly abate environmental

degradation (Mitchell 1993).  Comparable to OPA90 and MARPOL 73/78, the

evolution of regulating oil pollution from ships, by facilitating a global agreement of

noise pollution equipment standards through an IMO Convention, would decrease LF

ambient noise levels in the ocean.  The result would be ample LF noise reduction and

global coverage, therefore an improvement in quieting the marine environment to protect

large whales from potential harmful effects.

One weakness of this policy, is the non-existence of a global hydrophone array

system that is necessary to monitor changes.  While there is always a possibility to

establish a global array in the future, there is an existing array and baseline data in North

Pacific waters that could be used for continued monitoring and measurement of LF

ambient noise in that region.
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Feasibility:  Imposing a “quiet ship” technology standard would likely prove at

least as environmentally successful as the Separated Ballast Tank (SBT’s), Crude-Oil

Washing (COW), and double-hull standards adopted in the prevention of oil pollution.

Economics argued against compliance with all of these oil pollution standards because

they increased ship costs overall.  In the case of the SBT’s, the cost of compliance

included  5-10% increase in cost relative to equivalent non-SBT’s, they reduce the

tanker’s carrying capacity, and they further increase transportation cost (Mitchell

1993).  Most tanker owners had absolutely no reason to support Separated Ballast

Tank (SBT’s), Crude-Oil Washing (COW), or double-hull requirements.  Yet, all three

standards proved far more effective in changing behavior and ensuring compliance

because non-compliance of equipment requirements can more easily be detected than

discharge violations.

Similar to oil pollution standards, imposing “quiet ship” technology would allow

the same ease of detection that eliminates a vessel owner’s fear that compliance would

place him/her at a competitive disadvantage (Mitchell 1993).  In contrast to discharge

standards, each owner could be confident that a competitor would not get away with

equipment violations.  The requirement of oil pollution preventative equipment

standards and proposed quieting technology are analogous to implement, suggesting that

noise pollution may be equally but possibly more costly to implement.

Noise pollution from ships may be more costly to mitigate as replacement

technology than those standards imposed to regulate oil pollution (Table 5).  However,

if new technology is implemented on a new vessel, the cost is comparable because it

requires only a different kind of propeller and shafting, or propulsion system (Table 5).

Once the new technology is implemented, LF ambient noise reduction is immediate (R.
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Andrew 2001, pers. commun. 03/20/01).68  The estimated reduction would be directly

proportional to the number of vessels quieted (R. Andrew 2001, pers. commun.

03/20/01).

                                                
68 Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington.  Contact information:  email:
randrew@apl.washington.edu; telephone: 206/543-1250; fax:  206/543-6785; web:
http://staff.washington.edu/rxandrew, Seattle, WA.
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CHAPTER V:  RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The precise effects of LFS on large whales are not possible to predict.  However,

ongoing research using emerging advances in programmable acoustic recording tags on

large whales (Burgess et al. 1999) and software packages that model sound propagation

and zones of impact on marine mammals around sources of anthropogenic noise (Erbe

and Farmer 2000b) are two ways to adequately fill information gaps.  Combining the

two may be the best approach for estimating presently unknown auditory information

for large whales.

Bioacoustic tags are a currently available, and relatively inexpensive (i.e., $1K-

5K) technology (Burgess et al. 1999).  The tags could be used to measure interference

from anthropogenic noise sources, detect behavioral responses, and measure a suite of

physiological responses including depth, respiration, and cardiac functions (Burgess et

al. 1999).  This tool has the potential to vastly improve our ability to study free-ranging

large whales and to assist in the acquisition of much needed information, especially for

those elusive and deep diving species and those low-numbered populations most

vulnerable to the potential effects of increasing ambient noise.

In the absence of data on auditory sensitivity, hearing thresholds, impacts of

noise exposure, and environmental assessments on the effects of masking of large

whales, software models may adequately assist in filling information gaps (Erbe and

Farmer 2000b).  Erbe and Farmer (2000b) designed a software package to estimate zones

of impact on marine mammals around sources of anthropogenic noise.  As output, the

model produces data files and plots of the audibility range, disturbance, masking, and

potential hearing damage near a source of noise (Erbe and Farmer 2000b).  Although

input parameters require some bioacoustical information about the target species (which
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bioacoustic tags can obtain), this kind of software should prove extremely useful in

evaluating the nature and magnitude of the impact of anthropogenic noise on large whale

regulation.

In light of the auditory unknowns of large whales, there are some clear facts.

Some kind of impact as a result of increasing LF ambient noise is probable, because large

whales produce sounds and rely on hearing in the lower frequencies.  We also know that

loud LFS, in the same LF band used by large whales, is dominated by the noise

generated from the propellers of ships.  Further increase in LF ambient noise could

decrease the range that large whales, especially populations with few numbers, detect

one another or their prey.  If breeding is disrupted over a wide range, or in preferred

habitats, then entire populations could be at risk.

Growth of the world’s merchant fleet in the coming decades and the anticipated

introduction of revolutionary high-speed vessels, mean further increasing LF ambient

noise is unavoidable unless precautionary measures are taken.  The average life of a ship

is about 25 years.  At the present time, there are no “quieting” technologies routinely

being installed on new vessels.  There is no obvious existing regime to regulate noise

emissions from ships, and it will take at least 10 years to enact a convention through the

IMO (R. Gentry 2001, pers. commun. 03/15/01).69

The definition of marine pollution in UNCLOS indicates that deleterious effects

do not have to manifest, but can reasonably be expected to occur.  Therefore, full

scientific certainty need not be established in order to acknowledge the need to act with

caution.  Consideration must be given to a policy goal that seeks to significantly reduce

LFS emissions from ships.

                                                
69 Roger Gentry, Marine Acoustic Program NOAA Fisheries.  Contact information:  email:
roger.gentry@noaa.gov; telephone: 301/713-2322 ext. 155.
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Current legal framework, published literature, and best available information,

predicts how each policy alternative discussed in Chapter IV would likely fare in terms

of the goals and criteria used to assess them (Table 6).  Summary of this information

suggests that although there is currently no existing regime to regulate noise emission

from ships, other polluting sources have regulatory regimes that were successfully

implemented.

Underwater noise is a form of pollution.  Therefore, it is not a difficult task to

choose between the alternatives.  It is my opinion, based on this analysis, that the

Marine Environmental Protection Committee (MEPC) of the IMO should consider

adopting Policy Option 4 (i.e., to impose equipment-based standards of “quiet ship”

technology on all commercial vessels (Table 6)).  The adoption of measures to restrict

noise emissions from ships under MARPOL 73/78 is limited because sound is a form of

energy and not pollution that is caused by a substance.  Given this conclusion, the IMO

can address acoustic pollution by either using an integrated approach under a number of

instruments adopted within their framework to protect special areas70 (Dotinga and

Oude Elferink 2000; Jasny 1999; Gjerde and Freestone 1994), or establish a new

convention solely dedicated to acoustic pollution.

To ensure quantifiable success in LF ambient noise reduction continued long-

term monitoring in the North Pacific ocean and other areas should be continued (or

initiated).  Ongoing analysis and comparison of U.S. Navy data that are periodically

declassified from hydrophones, like those data reported in Andrew et al. (2001), should

continue.  Measuring and monitoring LF ambient noise levels on a global scale using the

existing hydrophone array system is feasible.  However, if an existing system is

                                                
70 Occasionally, the IMO recognizes noise as hazardous to the marine environment.  In particular, the
issue has come to the forefront in the context of the Guidelines for the Designation of Special Areas and
the Identification of Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas (PSSA), adopted in 1991.
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inaccessible then developing and implementing additional acoustic monitoring systems

may be necessary.

The regulatory scheme with the greatest potential to minimize LF ambient noise

will most likely lack the cohesive collaboration necessary, due to the shipping

industry’s aversion to added costs for implementing new technologies.  Some retrofits or

new technologies might make ship building more expensive initially, but quieting ships

could also result in economic benefits.  There are potential long-term advantages to the

industry, such as more cost-effective use of time and fuel, and reduced maintenance and

repair costs.  This combination of benefits might ease the industry’s initial aversion to

imposed equipment standards.

Policy analysis indicates that international law already requires states to address

aspects of marine pollution and to act with caution.  Provisions of UNCLOS require

general duties to preserve and protect the marine environment.  This mandate includes

the need to address both accidental and operational pollution from all types of vessels,

including activities introducing sound into the ocean.  Although the IMO has not yet

adopted instruments that directly deal with acoustic pollution from vessels, it provides

an adequate framework to prescribe rules and standards in regulating the acoustic

pollution from ships.  In conclusion, only by facilitating a global agreement of noise

pollution equipment-based standards through an IMO convention would LF ambient

noise levels be acceptably reduced.
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